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Abstract Sampling
Method

In a country locked by sea and North Korea, train was virtually an 
impossible choice when travelling abroad. However, as the hopes 
for reunification of Korea grew, and numerous efforts to connect 
the TKR (Trans-Korean Railway) and the TAR (Trans-Asian Railway) 
have been conducted, we began to become interested in this new 
form of transportation. Bearing this change in mind, we decided to 
use statistics to determine which tourism package would be the 
[most popular] when this railway actually became constructed. 

§ Date : 1st and 2nd week of June, 2018
§ Sample: Requested 130 year 9 boys and girls and their 

parents to fill a google survey form
v Students : Google survey form (75 responses collected)
v Parents : Kakaotalk (a popular messenger app in Korea) 

Message (70 responses collected)

Between the 145 students and parents that responded, 
the most popular course was ‘South Koreaà North 
KoreaàChinaà Mongoliaà Moscowà Europe,’ and this result 
was same for both adults and students. 
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Where
To Sleep?

Hotel vs Train
54% (78 people) of overall respondents preferred sleeping 
at a hotel and only moving between places by train, and 
46 % preferred both sleeping and moving by train

Adults vs 
Students

Males vs 
Females

53%

47%

55%

45%

46%

54%

63%

37%

Only moving by train
78 (54%)

Both sleeping and 
moving in train

67 (46%)

Popular destinations (One destination that you want to visit the most)

§ When asked to choose one destination that they wanted to 
visit the most:
Europe > Russia > North Korea > Turkey As Europe was the 
most popular among all genders and age groups (46 percent 
overall), must be included in travel package for families

§ Russia, North Korea, Turkey could be considered as stopovers
while train to Europe

§ Especially, the high rate of students between those who chose 
North Korea (15 out of 18) shows how students became more 
interested in North Korea after numerous interactions such as 
NK-SK summità Tourism packages to North Korea could be 
sought as graduation trip packages

§ Adults and students displayed same result with similar margin
§ However, huge difference between preference of males and 

females
è Males (preferred both sleep and transportation by train) vs. 
Females (Preferred only transportation by train and sleep in hotels)

§ Women tended to have reluctance to sleeping in trains due to 
concerns regarding privacy, safety VS Men responded that 
sleeping in trains seemed like a fun and unique experience
è Deployment of ”safety officers” in trains, implementation of 
emergency call systems and safety measures (Private suites, locks, 
etc.)

While 59% of students preferred a round-trip train, 
only 21% of adults did so

What Services
Do you want?

Play, eat
Cuisines

73%

27%

Respondents preferred being served cuisines of 
passing countries by a huge percentage (73%).
è Provision of both dishes would guarantee high 

satisfaction of consumers
è In other words, familiar foods (Ramen, Bibimbap) 

should be always available alongside with serving 
traditional dishes of passing nations

Entertainment
(can make multiple choices)

No big difference between 
preference of various sources of 
entertainment.
è However, 81 % chose two or more 

preferred sources of entertainment, 
meaning that it is important to 
provide various kinds of 
entertainments that diverse groups 
could enjoy

Comments called for showing introductory videos or programs about passing 
nations and cities, or creating a glass ceiling on the 2nd floor of the train for 
better sightseeing

§ Recently, faster trains are being developed 
(i.e.. The Hyperloop)à Could also link new 
innovations in trains with this project to 
make better travel packages

§ This project was focused on a package that 
could satisfy both students and adultsà
thought that it would also be interesting to 
create packages targeted at specific groups 
(i.e.. Graduation trip, honeymoon, trips for 
travelers who travel alone, train trip around 
the silk road, etc.)

Reflections

Biggest concerns were in the order of
Hygiene > Boredom > Sleep > Food. Biggest

Concern?

79% 21%

41% 59%

§ Could be inferred that as train trips take long, adults faced 
problems such as short leaves from work, expensive price, 
boredom due to excessively long trip, etc.
è Should have packages associated with flights (i.e.. Departure by 

train, arrival by plane)

One-way 
vs

Round-trip

§ Males most concerned with <boredom>, 
females with <hygiene> Adults most 
concerned with <boredom>, students with 
<hygiene> à Unexpected result, could be 
inferred that students’ lack of travel experience 
(compared to adults) led to vague concerns

§ Concerns about food were mainly raised by 
students

Where 
To Visit?

All around the 
world

<Travel Course>

Clear 
distinction 
between 
preference

Same 
result with 
similar 
margin

Conclusion
(Best Travel 
package)

Proudly brought to you by Tangerine travels: ‘Let’s go Europe’ travel Package
Ready for an enthralling and refreshing trip all across Asia to Europe?

Enjoy the beautiful cities and forests of South Korea, North Korea, China, Moscow and Europe in our 
comfortable train with:
Introductory videos of each passing city , A glass ceiling on the 2nd floor of the train, specially 
designed for your sightseeing, 24 hours of free time respectively in three cities.

Some exclusive privileges: reasons to choose “tangerine travel”!

First, In a hurry? You can choose your transportation method 
(i.e..  Train when departure and plane when returning)

Secondly, Private suites in our train with comfortable beds and amenities 
for you and your family’s satisfaction

Third, traditional dishes of passing cities served to you by our best chefs. 
Fourth, newest video games and movies prepared in each private room, souvenirs and board 

games prepared in our “Play” car
Fifth, Qualified ”safety officers” and “private physicians” will ensure a safe and health trip 24-7

21%

36%
34%

10%

è Various programs for bored travelers, more hygienic
(and larger) bathrooms, more comfortable and cleaner 
private suits should be implemented

1) South Korea-North Korea-
Vladivostok-East Russia

2) South Korea-North Korea-China-
Mongolia-Moscow-Europe

3) South Korea-North Korea-China-
India-Turkey

4) South Korea-North Korea-China-
Africa
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Adults Students Males Females

1.Only moving 
by train 

2.Both sleeping and 
moving in train

1.Only moving 
by train 

2.Both sleeping and 
moving in train

1.Sleep

3.Boredom 4.Food

2.Hygiene             

Adults

Students

2.Round-Trip

1.One-way

1.Game 2.Movie

3.Board game 4.Souvenir shop2. Familiar foods

1.Traditional dishes of passing nations 


